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Voting
Method for a group to form a collective decision on certain issue. 

Used for election, budgeting, policy or law passing, etc.

Types of Voting Mechanisms:

● Classical: 
○ One-person-one-vote (1p1v)
○ Ranked-Choice Voting

● Quadratic voting
● Knapsack voting



Problems with One-Person-One-Vote
Each voter is rationed a single unit of influence and people can show 
direction of interest but not intensity of the direction.

● Tyranny of the Majority
○ results in the oppression of the minority

● Condorcet Paradox



Prior Work
● The primary motivation for the creation of QV is based on VCG Mechanism.
● VCG is an optimal voting mechanism for decisions involving public goods, 

created in the 60's and 70's by Vickrey, Clarke, and Groves (VCG). 
● Groves and Ledyard, Optimal Allocation of Public Goods: A Solution to the 

Free-Rider Problem (1977).
● They argued that the price individuals should pay for influencing public goods 

should not be proportional to the degree of influence and individual has, but to 
its square.

● Glen Weyl re-discovered and refined QV into its present form in 2012.



Vickrey Clarke Groves Mechanism

Each voter has a valuation for each proposal.

The proposal which maximizes the social welfare (in terms of valuation) 
is chosen as the optimum proposal.

The utility of a voter consists of his valuation of the selected proposal 
and the payment.



Collusion in VCG
Each voter pays for the selected issue based on:

● Clarke pivot rule: calculate valuation of other agents on the selected issue when 
the voter is not present

● Total valuation of other agents on the selected issue if the voter’s vote is present
Issue 1 Issue 2

Voter 1 $5 $0

Voter 2 $5 $0

Voter 3 $0 $20

Voter 3 will pay: $10 - $0 = $10Issue 1 Issue 2

Voter 1 $5 $0

Voter 2 $5 $0

Voter 3 $0 $20

Voter 4 $0 $20

Voter 3 will pay: $20 - $20 = $0



QV - Motivation 
Classical mechanisms are based on the notion that everybody is 
exactly the same and cares the same amount.

Issues for minority groups will be “ignored”
● Plight of African Americans in the United States
● Drug war
● LGBT rights

With quadratic voting, you can vote harder on what’s closer to home.



Quadratic Voting

Preference intensity: multiple votes

Bounded expenditure: voice credit

Each voter pays certain amount of voice credits for her votes on each issue



Price-Theoretic Model Assumptions
● N voters each with a large stock of voice credits (VC)
● Binary decisions (issue A vs. issue B)
● Bank Voice Credits: retain VC for future votes instead of spending 

everything on a single issue
● Voters receive values in terms of voice credits

○ Eg: Tom prefers issue A over issue B
○ A > B: Tom receives positive value
○ A < B: Tom receives negative value

● Voice credits are distributed in a fair manner considered by the society 
and maximizing them leads to social optimality 



QV - Mechanism
Community votes to determine  which  issue  is  implemented  with 
each voter choosing a continuous number of votes       (positive or 
negative) 

A is implemented  when                       (B otherwise)

Each  voter  pays  a  cost           voice credits for their votes where  c is 
differentiable, convex, even, and strictly increasing in 

C(.) : Vote Pricing Rule



Price-taking assumption: all voters agree on the marginal pivotality (p) 
of votes on an issue

Marginal pivotality: perceived chance that an additional vote will be 
pivotal in swinging the election

Voter chooses       to maximize  

Robustly optimal: for every  p > 0, N, and vector u, each voter i 
chooses  votes       so that            has the same sign as  

QV - Mechanism



QV - Why quadratic?
Vote pricing rules                      for

Proportional if and only if a = 2



QV - Extreme Cases

● a = 1, dictatorship of most intense voter
● a = ∞, reduced to 1p1v
● QV is an optimal intermediate point between the extremes of 

dictatorship and majority rule.



QV - Real life application

Quarfoot, David, Douglas von Kohorn, Kevin Slavin, Rory Sutherland, David Goldstein, and Ellen Konar. 2017. “Quadratic Voting in the Wild: 

Real People, Real Votes.” Public Choice 172 (1–2): 283–303. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11127-017-0416-1.

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11127-017-0416-1


QV - Real life application (Colorado, 2019)

Colorado State House of Representatives vote for bills to fund first

Use virtual tokens to buy votes

Difference among preferences for different proposals clearly 
highlighted.



QV - Summary
QV may also be viewed as individuals receiving votes equal to the 
square root or radical of the voice credits they spend.

QV ensures the state serves the general happiness of the people 
maximally.

QV radically expands the rights of citizens to fully and freely express 
their political views.



Participatory Budgeting
Participatory budgeting (PB) is a process of decision-making, in which 
citizens decide how to allocate part of a public budget.

Example PB on Brazil: local government asks residents to vote on 
proposals for how a certain fraction of their total budget should be 
spent [Cabannes, 2004]

Participatory budgeting allows citizens to identify, discuss, and 
prioritize public spending projects, and gives them the power to make 
real decisions about how money is spent.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Budget
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citizen


Participatory Budgeting

https://www.participatorybudgeting.org



Participatory Budgeting Problem
V: Set of voters

P: Set of proposals, each with cost of 

B: Fixed total budget

: Benefit a voter i gets from proposal j

subject to



K-Approval

https://paulvallone.com/2018-participatory-budgeting-vote-week-officially-begun/

https://pbstanford.org/diepp
e2015/approval?locale=en

https://pbstanford.org/dieppe2015/approval%3Flocale=en


K-Approval
Problems with k-approval voting: don’t require the voter to take the cost 
of proposals into account [Brams and Fishburn 2007]

Assume government has: $1000 budget

P1 (cost: 700)
Park

P2 (cost: 400)
Fab Lab

P3 (cost: 500)
Playground

Alice 1 1 0

Bob 1 0 1

Charles 1 1 0



Participatory Budgeting Problem - Challenge
Voters may not have a precise knowledge of their valuations

No established unit for their valuations

Impossibility theorem [Arrow, 2012]

Allow voters to compare proposals according to their benefit per dollar in 
order to optimize the knapsack capacity 



Knapsack Voting
● Voters allocate their preferences among a set of proposals
● Each voter benefits differently from each proposal
● Each voter is constrained by a fixed budget. For e.g. $1000. 

P1 (cost: 700)
Park

P2 (cost: 400)
Fab Lab

P3 (cost: 500)
Playground

Alice 1 0 0

Bob 0 1 1

Charles 0 1 1



Knapsack Mechanism
● Vote aggregation

○ Each proposal earns a score equal to the number of voters that 
include it in their votes

○ Budget is filled by choosing proposals in descending order of their 
scores

● Best response
○ Considering other voters have already fixed their votes
○ Best response for a voter is to choose the subset of proposals that 

maximizes the total benefits



Partial Strategy-Proofness
Budget constraint allows partial strategy-proofness in the best 
response of the voter responding to the votes of all other voters.

Partial strategy-proofness: when a voter has to vote for a certain 
proposal j, it is in her best interest to also vote for those that she 
prefers more than j from among the ones that are winning

● Preference between proposals based on benefit per dollar

Sincerity: no benefits of not selecting a better proposal present in the 
winner set



Voting Using Comparisons
Value-for-money Vote: for each pair of proposals, a voter chooses a 
winner with higher benefit per dollar

Weighted directed graph 

● Weight              : number of people who prefer proposal j over k



Aggregation Problem
Aggregate votes by constructing a strict order which minimizes the 
number of disagreements with respect to the elicited comparisons

P1 P2
3

2

# disagreement

P1 < P2 2

P2 < P1 3



Knapsack Example 
Comparison: https://pbstanford.org/nyc27/comparison

Knapsack: https://pbstanford.org/nyc8/knapsack

https://pbstanford.org/boston16internal/knapsack

https://pbstanford.org/nyc27/comparison
https://pbstanford.org/nyc8/knapsack
https://pbstanford.org/boston16internal/knapsack


Knapsack Summary
This voting scheme can intuitively elicit fine-grained user preference 
based on value-for-money.

Applying budget constraint leads to strategy-proofness.

Can be implemented using interactive digital tools



Discussion: QV & Knapsack 
Disadvantages:
● Difficult  to conduct on paper compared to 1p1v (require difficult 

computations) 
● QV implementation requires a mechanism to accumulate the Voice 

Credits for the individuals.
● Not so easy to understand.

What do you guys think of these two voting mechanisms?


